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This paper studies spectral properties of linear retarded functional differential
equations in Hilbert spaces with the emphasis on their relations to structural
operators. The equations involve unbounded operators acting on the discrete and
distributed delayed terms, and the operators acting on the instantaneous term are
defined through sesquilinear forms. The main concern of this paper is studying the
spectral properties of the infinitesimal generators associated with the solution
semigroups by means of structural operators. The characterizations of eigenmani-
folds are derived and the relations between the manifolds and structural operators
are shown by using the properties of structural operators. Q 1996 Academic Press,
Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we continue the study of structural properties for func-
 .tional differential equations FDE's in a Hilbert space, which is discussed
w xin Jeong et al. 7 . The structural study developed by Manitius and
w x n  w x.co-workers 1, 4 for FDE's in R see also the references in 7, 9, 10 is
w x w xextended to abstract FDE's by Nakagiri 10 , Tanabe 14 , Kunisch and
w x w x w xMastinsek 9 , and Jeong 5, 6 . In 10 the structural study has been doneÆ
extensively, but operators acting on the delayed part of equation are
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w xbounded. On the other hand, the works 5, 6, 9, 14 and those of Di Blasio
w x w xet al. 2, 3 and Yong and Pan 17 intend to study the equation which has
unbounded operators acting on the retarded part of the equation; how-
ever, the structural study seems to be insufficient. We want to fill the gap
w x w xby extending the results in 10 to the equations studied in 7 .
w xIn 7 , we study the basic state space theory for the following functional
 .differential equation E on a Hilbert space H:
du t . 0
s A u t q A u t y h q a s A u t q s ds q f t .  .  .  .  .H0 1 2dt yh
a.e. t G 0 1.1 .
0 1 wu 0 s g , u s s g s a.e. s g yh , 0 , 1.2 .  .  .  ..
 .and its transposed equation E :T
d¨ t . 0U U Us A ¨ t q A ¨ t y h q a s A ¨ t q s ds q h t .  .  .  .  .H0 1 2dt yh
a.e. t G 0 1.3 .
0 1 w¨ 0 s w , ¨ s s w s a.e. s g yh , 0 , 1.4 .  .  .  ..
where the operators A , A , A and their adjoint operators AU , AU , AU0 1 2 0 1 2
acting on instantaneous and delayed terms are all unbounded. Assuming
that V is a Hilbert space, dense in H, and the embeddings V ; H s HU ;
U  .  .H are continuous, we study equations E and E on the product stateT
2 .  U .space M s H = L yh, 0; V provided that A , A g L V, V and A2 1 2 0
is defined through the sesquilinear form on V = V.
 .The equation E covers the following typical initial-boundary value
problem for a parabolic partial functional differential equation. Let V ; Rn
2 .be a bounded domain with smooth boundary ­ V. We set H s L V and
1 .  . 1 . 1 .V s H V . Let a u, ¨ be the sesquilinear form in H V = H V0 0 0
defined by
n n­ u ­ ¨ ­ u
a u , ¨ s a x q b x ¨ q c x u¨ dx , .  .  .  . H i j i 5­ x ­ x ­ xV i j ii , js1 is1
x g V . 1.5 .
 .Here in 1.5 we assume that the real valued coefficients a , b , c satisfyi j i
1 1 `a g C V , b g C V , c g L V , .  .  .i j i
 .a s a 1 F i, j F n , and the uniform ellipticityi j ji
n
2 n< <a x y y G n y , y s y , . . . , y g R .  . i j i j 1 n
i , js1
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 w x.for some positive n . As is well known see e.g. Tanabe 12, Chap. 2 this
1 . y1 .sesquilinear form is bounded and the operator A : H V ª H V0 0
 . 2 .defined through 1.5 has the following realization in L V . Let
n n­ ­ ­
A s y a x q b x q c x , x g V 1.6 .  .  .  . 0 i j i /­ x ­ x ­ xj j ii , js1 is1
be the associated uniformly elliptic differential operator of second order.
2 .The realization of yA in L V under the Dirichlet boundary condition0
 . 2 . 1 .is exactly A , i.e., D A s H V l H V and A u s yA u for u g0 0 0 0 0
 . 1 .D A . Next, let A , i s 1, 2, be the restriction to H V of the second0 i 0
order differential operator A , i s 1, 2, given byi
n n­ ­ ­
i i iA s y a x q b x q c x x g V , .  .  . i i j i /­ x ­ x ­ xj j ii , js1 is1
1.7 .
where
i i 1 i 1 i `a s a g C V , b g C V , c g L V . .  .  .i j ji i
1 . y1 .Each A : H V ª H V is bounded without the ellipticity condition.i 0
 . 2 .The kernel function a s is assumed to be an element of L yh, 0 . The
following system of a parabolic partial functional differential equation and
 .initial-boundary conditions is covered by E .
­ u t , x .
s A u t , x q A u t y h , x .  .0 1­ t
0
q a s A u t q s, x ds q f t , x , 0-t - `, x g V , .  .  .H 2
yh
1.8 .
<u s 0, 0 - t - `, 1.9 .­ V
0 1 wu 0, x s g x , u s, x s g s, x a.e. s g yh , 0 , x g V . .  .  .  . .
1.10 .
 .  . 2  q y1 .. 0Here in 1.8 and 1.10 we suppose that f g L R ; H V and g gloc
2 . 1 2 1 ..  .  .L V , g g L yh, 0; H V . For the equations 1.8 ] 1.10 in interpola-0
w xtion spaces we refer the reader to Jeong 6 .
The objective of this paper is to develop the spectral theory for the
 .  .equations E and E on the state space M and the adjoint spaceT 2
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U 2 U . w xM s H = L yh, 0; V , which extends that of 10 for the equations2
with bounded operators acting on delayed terms. In our spectral theory the
w x w xstructural operators play an important role as shown in 4 and 10 .
 .  .We briefly explain the content of this paper. Let S t and S t be theT
 .  .C -semigroups on M associated with E and E , respectively. We0 2 T
 .  .denote by A and A the infinitesimal generator of S t and S t ,T T
 .respectively. In Section 2 we summarize some preliminary results for S t ,
 .  U .  U .S t and structural operators F g L M , M , G g L M , M given inT 2 2 2 2
w x7 which will be used in this paper. In Section 3 we introduce various
spectral operators and give the representations of resolvent operators
 .y1  .y1  U .y1  U .y1 U Ul y A , l y A , l y A , l y A , where A , A denoteT T T
the adjoint operators of A, A , respectively. In the representations theT
 .structural operator F and the characteristic operator D l s l y A y0
yl h 0 l s  .e A y H e a s ds A appear as important cofactors. The characteri-1 yh 2
zations of spectrum and resolvent sets for A, AU , A , AU by means ofT T
U .  .  .D l and D l s D l are also given in Section 3. Using the representa-T
tion formulae of these resolvents, we develop a fundamental spectral
w xdecomposition theory in Section 4 following the line of 10 . Let l be an
 .eigenvalue of A, i.e., l g s A . First we establish the characterization ofP
 . l  .  .null spaces Ker l y A l s 1, 2, . . . in terms of D l and its derivatives.
 .y1For a pole l of m y A of order k , we show that the space M can bel 2
decomposed as the direct sum of the generalized eigenmanifold M sl
 .kl  .klKer l y A and its complementary space Im l y A . The other theme
of Section 4 is to study the adjoint spectral decomposition theory and
indicate the role of structural operators F and G. The main results of this
U U T  .  U .section are the facts that M s F M for each l g s A s s Al l P T P
U U T  . Tand that G M s M for each l g s A satisfying dim M - `, wherel l P T l
M U ; MU and M T ; M denotes the generalized eigenmanifold of AUl 2 l 2
and A , respectively. Further, we give the M -adjoint result for M , lT 2 l
U U kl .being a pole of order k , that is, we give the relation M s Ker l y Al l
U U Us P M , where l denotes the complex conjugate of l and P is thel 2 l
Uspectral projection of A for l. Using the relation we establish a useful
expression of the spectral projection P in terms of generalized eigenvec-l
tors of A, A and the structural operator F.T
2. SEMIGROUPS AND STRUCTURAL OPERATORS
In this section we state the results on the semigroups associated with the
 .  .functional differential equation E and its transposed equation E .T
 .First we give exact descriptions of the equation E . Let H and V be
complex Hilbert spaces such that V is dense in H and the inclusion map
i: V ª H is continuous. The norms of H, V and the inner product of H
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< < 5 5  :are denoted by ? , ? , and ? , ? , respectively. By identifying the antid-
U  .ual of H with H we may consider V ; H ; V . Let a u, ¨ be a bounded
sesquilinear form defined in V = V satisfying Garding's inequalityÊ
5 5 2 < < 2Re a u , ¨ G c u y c u , 2.1 .  .0 1
where c ) 0 and c G 0 are real constants. Let A be the operator0 1 0
associated with this sesquilinear form
 :¨ , A u s ya u , ¨ , u , ¨ g V , 2.2 .  .0
 : Uwhere ? , ? denotes also the duality pairing between V and V . The
operator A is a bounded linear form from V into V U. The realization of0
 . A in H, which is the restriction of A to the domain D A s u g V:0 0 0
4  w x.A u g H , is also denoted by A . It is known cf. Tanabe 12, Chap. 30 0
t A0  . Uthat A generates an analytic semigroup e s T t both in H and V0
 . Uand that T t : V ª V for each t ) 0. It is assumed that each Ai
 . U   U ..i s 1, 2 is bounded and linear from V to V i.e., A g L V, V suchi
 .that A maps D A endowed with the graph norm of A to H continu-i 0 0
 . 2ously. The real valued scalar function a s is assumed to be L -integrable
w x  . 2 .on yh, 0 , that is a s g L yh, 0 .
The operator valued Stieltjes measure h is defined by
0 U w xh s s yx s A y a j dj A : V ª V , s g yh , 0 , .  .  .H 1 2y` , yh x
s
2.3 .
 xwhere x denotes the characteristic function of y`, yh . Then they`, yh x
 . 0  .  .delayed terms in 1.1 are written simply by H dh s u t q s . A functionyh
2  q . 1, 2 q U .  .  .u g L R ; V l W R ; V is said to be a solution of E if u tloc loc
 .  .satisfies 1.1 and 1.2 .
The existence and uniqueness result and a variation of constants for-
mula of solutions in terms of the fundamental solution are established in
w xJeong et al. 7 .
2  q U .  0 1.THEOREM 1. Let f g L R ; V and g s g , g g H =loc
2 .  .  .  .L yh, 0; V . Then there exists a unique solution u t s u t; f , g of E
satisfying
2 1, 2 q U wu g L yh , `; V l W R ; V ; C 0, ` ; H . 2.4 .  .  .. .loc loc
Under the additional condition that
w xa s is Holder continuous on yh , 0 , 2.5 .  .È
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w x  .  .Tanabe 13, 15 has constructed the fundamental solution W t of E as
the solution of the following integral equation with delay
t 0¡
T t q T t y s dh j W j q s ds, t G 0 .  .  .  .H H~W t s 2.6 .  .0 yh¢
O t - 0,
where O denotes the null operator.
 .This fundamental solution W t is strongly continuous both in H and
U  . UV and W t : V ª V for each t ) 0.
2 .  .Let M s H = L yh, 0; V be the state space of the equation E . M2 2
is a product Hilbert space with the norm
1r2
0 220 1 0 15 5 < <g s g q g s ds , g s g , g g M . .  .M H 22  /yh
 .  .Let g g M and u t; g be the solution of E with f s 0. The segment2
 .  . w xu is given by u s; g s u t q s; g , s g yh, 0 . The solution semigroupt t
 .  .S t associated with E is defined by
S t g s u t ; g , u ?; g , t G 0, g g M . 2.7 .  .  .  . .t 2
 .Then S t is a C -semigroup on M . Let A be the infinitesimal generator0 2
 .of S t . The characterization of A is given by the following theorem.
THEOREM 2. The operator A is gi¨ en by
D A s g s g 0 , g1 : g1 g W 1, 2 yh , 0; V , .  .  .
01 0 0 1g 0 sg g V , A g q dh s g s ds g H , 2.8 .  .  .  .H0 5
yh
00 1 1 0 1Ag s A g q dh s g s ds, g for g s g , g g D A . .  .  . .ÇH0 /yh
2.9 .
U  .Next we consider the adjoint semigroup S t on the adjoint space of
M . The adjoint space MU of M can be identified with the product space2 2 2
2 U . H = L yh, 0; V via the duality pairing we use the same bracket as that
.of inner product
00 0 1 1 :  :  :g , f s g , f q g s , f s ds, .  .M H2
yh
g s g 0 , g1 g M , f s f 0 , f 1 g MU . 2.10 . .  .2 2
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By identifying the second dual V UU of V with itself, the second adjoint
space MUU is identified with M . That is, M is reflexive in this identifica-2 2 2
U  .tion. Hence, as is well known, the adjoint semigroup S t is strongly
U U  .continuous in M . The infinitesimal generator of S t is given by the2
adjoint AU and is characterized precisely by the following theorem. For
relevant results for abstract functional differential equations we refer the
w x w x w xreader to Webb 16 , Kunisch and Mastinsek 9 , and Nakagiri 10 .Æ
U U  .THEOREM 3. The infinitesimal generator A of S t is gi¨ en by
D AU s f s f 0 , f 1 : f 0 g V , f 1 g W 1, 2 yh , 0; V U , .  .  .
AU f 0 q f 1 0 g H , f 1 yh s AU f 0 , 2.11 .  .  .40 1
U U 0 1 U 0 Ç1 0 1 UA f s A f q f 0 , a ? A f y f ? for f s f , f g D A . .  .  .  . . .0 2
2.12 .
 .Next we study the transposed equation E and their associated semi-T
 .  . Ugroups. In 1.3 and 1.4 it is assumed that A denote the adjoint operatori
 .  0 1. 2  q U .of A i s 0, 1, 2 , w , w g M , and h g L R ; V . The adjoint oper-i 2 loc
U U  .ator A generates an analytic semigroup T t , which is the adjoint of0
 . U U  . UT t , both in H and V , and that T t : V ª V for each t ) 0. It is
U  U .  .  .  .evident that A g L V, V i s 0, 1, 2 . Then the solution ¨ t of Ei T
exists uniquely by Theorem 1. Consequently we can construct the funda-
 .  .mental solution W t of E , which is strongly continuous both in H andT T
U  . UV and W t : V ª V, t ) 0.T
 . U  .We denote the adjoint of W t by W t . The following useful relation
 . U  . w xW t s W t , t g R, is proved in 7, Lemma 4 .T
  .4Let us denote by S t the C -semigroup on M corresponding toT t G 0 0 2
 .  U  .4the transposed equation E . We denote by S t the adjoint C -T T t G 0 0
semigroup on the adjoint space MU. Then we have the following result.2
 .  .THEOREM 4. i The infinitesimal generator A of S t is gi¨ en byT T
D A s g s g 0 , g1 : g1 g W 1, 2 yh , 0; V , .  .  .T
0U U1 0 0 1g 0 sg g V , A g q dh s g s ds g H , 2.13 .  .  .  .H0 5
yh
0U U0 1 1 0 1A g s A g q dh s g s ds, g for g s g , g g D A , .  .  . .ÇHT 0 T /yh
2.14 .
U  .  . U 0  . U w xwhere h s s yx s A y H a j dj A , s g yh, 0 .y`, yhx 1 s 2
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 . U U  .ii The infinitesimal generator A of S t is gi¨ en byT T
D AU s f s f 0 , f 1 : f 0 g V , f 1 g W 1, 2 yh ,; 0; V U , .  .  .T
A f 0 q f 1 0 g H , f 1 yh s A f 0 , 2.15 .  .  .40 1
U 0 1 0 Ç1 0 1 UA f s A f q f 0 , a ? A f y f ? for f s f , f g D A . .  .  .  . . .T 0 2 T
2.16 .
I OUThe first structural operator F: M ª M is defined by F s i.e.,2 2  /O F1
0 10 1 0 1w x w xFg s g , Fg s F g , for g s g , g g M , 2.17 . .1 2
 .  U .where F : L yh, 0; V ª L yh, 0; V is given by1 2 2
s
1 1 w xF g s s dh j g j y s a.e. s g yh , 0 . 2.18 .  .  .  .H1
yh
The operator F is into and bounded.
The second structural operator G: MU ª M is defined by2 2
0¡ 1 0 1w xGf s s W h q s f q W h q s q j f j dj .  .  .  .H
yh~ 2.19 .w xs g yh , 0 ,
0 1 U0 1¢w x w xGf s Gf 0 , f s f , f g M . .  . 2
G is also into and bounded.
 . U UPROPOSITION 1. i The adjoint F : M ª M of F is gi¨ en by2 2
0 1U U U0 1 0 1w x w xF g s g , F g s F g , for g s g , g g M , 2.20 . .1 2
U  .  U .where F : L yh, 0; V ª L yh, 0; V denotes the adjoint of F and is1 2 2 1
represented by
s
U U1 1 w xF g s s dh j g j y s a.e. s g yh , 0 . 2.21 .  .  .  .H1
yh
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 . U Uii The adjoint G : M ª M of G is gi¨ en by2 2
0¡ 1U 0 1w xG f s s W h q s f q W h q s q j f j dj .  .  .  .HT T
yh~ 2.22 .w xs g yh , 0 ,
0 1U U U0 1¢w x w xG f s G f 0 , f s f , f g M . .  . 2
These G and GU satisfy
U  4 UKer G s Ker G s 0 ; Cl Im G s Cl Im G s M . 2.23 .  .  .2
Now we can state the crucial interconnected properties between the
structural operators F, G and the semigroups given above.
 .THEOREM 5. i The following decompositions hold true:
S h s GF , S h s GUFU ; 2.24 .  .  .T
SU h s FU GU , SU h s FG. 2.25 .  .  .T
 .ii The following relations on F hold true:
FS t s SU t F , SU t FU s FUS t , t G 0. 2.26 .  .  .  .  .T T
F D A ; D AU and FA s AU F on D A . 2.27 .  .  .  .T T
FU D A ; D AU and AUFU s FUA on D A . 2.28 .  .  .  .T T T
 .iii The following relations on G hold true:
S t G s GSU t , GUSU t s S t GU , t G 0. 2.29 .  .  .  .  .T T
G D AU ; D A and AG s GAU on D AU . 2.30 .  .  .  .T T T
GU D AU ; D A and GUAU s A GU on D AU . 2.31 .  .  .  .T T
3. RESOLVENT AND SPECTRUM
This section is devoted to give exact forms of the resolvent operators of
generators associated with FDE's and to study their spectrum by means of
w xthe characteristic operators. Following Delfour and Manitius 4 and
w xNakagiri 10 , for each l g C, we introduce the following linear operators
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E : V ª M , T : M ª M , K : MU ª MU , and H : MU ª V U byl 2 l 2 2 l 2 2 l 2
E u s u , elsu for u g V , 3.1 .  .l
0
l syj . 1 0 1T g s 0, e g j dj for g s g , g g M , 3.2 .  . .Hl 2 /s
0 U0 l s 1 0 1H f s f q e f s ds for f s f , f g M , 3.3 .  . .Hl 2
yh
s
Ul jys. 1 0 1K f s 0, e f j dj for f s f , f g M , 3.4 .  . .Hl 2 /yh
respectively. We shall call these operators the spectral operators.
 .Also we introduce the characteristic operator D l to study the relations
 .between this and l y A. For each l g C, we define the operator D l by
0 Ul sD l s l y A y e dh s : V ª V . 3.5 .  .  .H0
yh
 .  U .By considering D l as an operator in L V, V , we define the follow-
 .ing resol¨ ent set and spectrum for D l .
r D s l: D l is bijective , s D s C _ r D . 3.6 4 .  .  .  .  .
 .For the spectrum s D , we divide it into the following three disjoint
subsets:
s D s l: D l is injective, Im D l is dense in V U , .  .  .C
y1 Uand D l is unbounded on V , 3.7 .  .4
s D s l: D l is injective and Im D l is not dense in V U , 3.8 4 .  .  .  .R
s D s l: D l is not injective . 3.9 4 .  .  .P
w x w x  .Compare our definitions with those given in 3 and 17 , where D l is
considered as an unbounded operator on H.
It is easy to see, by open mapping theorem, that for each l g
 .  .y1  U .r D , D l exists and belongs to L V , V .
 .LEMMA 1. The set r D contains a right half plane and is open in C. The
 .y1  .in¨erse D l is analytic on r D .
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Proof. Since
0y1 l sD l s l y A I y l y A e dh s 3.10 .  .  .  .  .H0 0 5
yh
w xand, by Tanabe 12, Chap. 3 , there exists a k ) 0 such that0
0y1 l sl y A e dh s .  .H0
 .yh L V
y1
UF l y A .  .L V , V0
=
0Re l.h yRe l. sU U5 5 5 5e A q e a s ds A .L V , V . H L V , V .1 2 /yh
- 1 for Re l G k , 3.11 .0
 .  .y1 U  4then D l has a bounded inverse D l : V ª V on l: Re l G k . Let0
 .  .  .y1l g r D and m g C. The openness of r D and the analyticity of D l
 .on r D follows from the equation
0y1 l s m sD m s D l I y D l l y m I y e y e dh s .  .  .  .  .  .H 5 /yh
3.12 .
and that
0y1 l s m s
UD l - q`, lim e y e dh s s 0. .  .  . . HL V , V
Umªl  .yh L V , V
 .  .  .y1THEOREM 6. If l g r D , then l g r A and the resol¨ ent l y A
of A is represented by
y1 y1
l y A s E D l H F q T . 3.13 .  .  .l l l
 0 1.   .  ..  .Proof. Let w s w , w g M and g s g 0 , g ? g D A . We con-2
 .sider the resolvent equation l y A g s w. In view of Theorem 2, this
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equation is equivalent to
0¡ 0lg 0 y A g 0 y dh s g s s w g H , g 0 g V .  .  .  .  .H0
yh~
d
1 w xlg s y g s s w s g V , a.e. s g yh , 0 . .  .  .¢ ds
3.14 .
By solving the differential equation and using definitions of spectral
w x  .operators, as shown in 10, Theorem 6.1 , we see that 3.14 is equivalent to
D l g 0 s H Fw g H , g 0 g V .  .  .l 3.15 . g 0 , g ? s E g 0 q T w g M . .  .  . . l l 2
 .  .y1 USince l g r D , there exists a bounded inverse D l : V ª V. Then by
 .3.15 , we have
y1g 0 , g s E D l H Fw q T w . 3.16 .  .  . . l l l
U U U  .y1 UThe operators F: M ª M , H : M ª V , D l : V ª V,2 2 l 2
E : V ª M , and T : M ª M are all bounded, and so the operatorl 2 l 2 2
 .defined by the right-hand side of 3.16 is a bounded operator in M . This2
 .  .y1proves that l belongs to the resolvent set r A and the resolvent l y A
 .is given by 3.13 .
 .Since S t is a C -semigroup on M , there exist M G 1 and v g R such0 2
that
v t 5 5S t g F Me g , g g M . 3.17 .  .M M 22 2
 .  .Let P be the projection of M onto H. Then by 2.7 and 3.17 ,0 2
0 0 0 v t 0 0< <W t g s P S t g , 0 F S t g , 0 F Me g , g g H . .  .  . .  . M0 2
3.18 .
 .  .This shows that W t is Laplace transformable in L H . The Laplace
 .  .y1transform of W t is given by the inverse D l . That is, we have the
following
 .  .y1COROLLARY 1. If l g r D satisfies Re l G v, then the in¨erse D l
is gi¨ en by
`y1 yl tD l s e W t dt. 3.19 .  .  .H
0
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 . 0Proof. Since Re l G v, we see l g r A and for g g H
` ` y1yl t 0 yl t 0 0e W t g dt s P e S t g , 0 dt s P l y A g , 0 . .  .  . .  .H H0 0
0 0
3.20 .
 .By virtue of Theorem 6, it is easily verified that for l g r D ,
y1 y1 y10 0 l s 0l y A g , 0 s D l g , e D l g . 3.21 .  .  .  . .  .
 .  .  .Combining 3.20 and 3.21 we obtain the assertion 3.19 .
 U .y1Next we shall give the representation of the resolvent l y A . To
give the convenient form we introduce the transposed characteristic opera-
 . U U U Utor D l . Let A , A , A : V ª V be adjoint operators of A , A , A ,T 0 1 2 0 1 2
U  .  U .respectively. We assume also that each A i s 1, 2 maps D A en-i 0
U  .dowed with the graph norm of A to H continuously. The operator D l0 T
is defined by
0U U Ul sD l s l y A y e dh s : V ª V , l g C, 3.22 .  .  .HT 0
yh
where
0U U U U w xh s s yx s A y a j dj A : V ª V , s g yh , 0 . .  .  .Hy` , yh x 1 2
s
3.23 .
 .The resol¨ent set r D and the three types of spectrumT
 .  .  .  .s D , s D , s D for the operator D l are defined similarly as forC T R T P T T
 . w xD l . By Corollary 1 and Kato 8, p. 169 we have the following result.
 .  .  .COROLLARY 2. i l g r D if and only if l complex conjugate g
 .r D andT
U y1y1
D l s D l . 3.24 .  .  . . T
 .  .ii The set r D contains a right half plane andT
`y1 yl tD l s e W t dt 3.25 .  .  .HT T
0
for sufficiently large Re l.
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 0 1. U  0 1.  U . wLet f s f , f g M and f s f , f g D A . Similarly to 10,2
x  U .Lemma 6.1 , in view of Theorem 3 we can verify that l y A f s f is
equivalent to
D l f 0 s H f g H , f 0 g V .T l 3.26 .U U0 f s K f q F E f g M .l l 2
 .Hence the following theorem follows immediately from 3.26 .
 .  U . THEOREM 7. If l g r D , then l g r A and the resol¨ ent l yT
U .y1A is represented by
y1 y1U Ul y A s F E D l H q K . 3.27 .  .  .l T l l
 .y1  U .y1For the resolvents l y A and l y A , we have similar repre-T T
sentations.
 .  .  .  .y1THEOREM 8. i If l g r D , then l g r A and l y A isT T T
expressed by
y1 y1 Ul y A s E D l H F q T . 3.28 .  .  .T l T l l
 .  .  U .  U .y1ii If l g r D , then l g r A and l y A is expressed byT T
y1 y1Ul y A s FE D l H q K . 3.29 .  .  .T l l l
 .For the operator valued entire functions E , D l , and others, we denotel
k . k . .by E , D l , and so on the k th derivatives in l. By repeating thel
w xsimilar calculations in 10, Prop. 6.1 , we can establish the following
equalities.
LEMMA 2. For each l g C and k s 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
U U U UE s H in L M , V , H s E in L V , M , 3.30 .  .  .l l 2 l l 2
U U UT s K in L M , K s T in L M , 3.31 .  .  .l l 2 l l 2
FT k s K kF , FUT k s K kFU in L M , MU , 3.32 .  .l l l l 2 2
 .  .k kU U Uk . k .FE s FE , F E s F E in L V , M , 3.33 .  .  .  .l l l l 2
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ky1 .
k k .T E s E in L V , M , 3.34 .  .l l l 2k!
ky1 .
k kq1.H FT E s D l , .l l l k q 1 ! .
ky1 .
U Uk kq1.H F T E s D l in L V , V . 3.35 .  .  .l l l Tk q 1 ! .
Next we study the spectra of A, AU , A , AU by means of the character-T T
 .  .istic operators D l and D l .T
LEMMA 3. For each l g C,
 4  4Ker l y A s 0 m Ker D l s 0 ; 3.36 .  .  .
U  4  4Ker l y A s 0 m Ker D l s 0 ; 3.37 .  .  .T
 4  4Ker l y A s 0 m Ker D l s 0 ; 3.38 .  .  .T T
U  4  4Ker l y A s 0 m Ker D l s 0 . 3.39 .  .  .T
 .  .Proof. By substituting w s 0 in 3.15 , we see that l y A g s 0 if and
 . 0 0 0only if D l g s 0, g g V, and g s E g . As is easily checked thisl
 .  .  U .implies the equivalence 3.36 . Similarly, by 3.26 , we have that l y A f
 . 0 0 U 0s 0 if and only if D l f s 0, f g V, and f s F E f . From this theT l
 .  .  .second equivalence 3.37 follows readily. Now the rest, 3.38 and 3.39 ,
are obvious.
 .As usual we denote by s A the spectrum of A, and by
 .  .  .s A , s A , s A the point, continuous, and residual spectrum of A,P C R
respectively. We can now state the following result on the relationship
between three kinds of spectrum for A, AU , A , AU and those correspond-T T
 .  .ing sets defined for D l and D l , which gives a slightly sharpenedT
w xversion of 3, Theorem 3.9 on the part of residual spectrum.
THEOREM 9. The following relations hold:
r A .
r D ; ; r D j s D ; 3.40 .  .  .  .U C 5r A .T
r AU .
r D ; ; r D j s D ; 3.41 .  .  .  .T T C T 5r A .T
s D s s A s s AU , s D s s AU s s A ; 3.42 .  .  .  .  .  .  .P P P T P T P P T
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s D s s A s s AU , s D s s AU s s A ; 3.43 .  .  .  .  .  .  .R R R T R T R R T
s A r A j s A .  .  .C C; s D ; ; 3.44 .  .U U UC 5  5s A r A j s A .  .  .C T T C T
s AU r AU j s AU .  .  .C C; s D ; . 3.45 .  .C T 5  5s A r A j s A .  .  .C T T C T
 .  .  .  U .  .  U .Proof. The inclusions r D ; r A , r D ; r A , r D ; r A ,T T
 .  .  . r D ; r A follow from Theorems 6]8. Let l g r A . Then l yT T
.  .  0 .  .A D A s M and this implies, by substituting w s w , 0 in 3.15 , that2
0 0  . 0 0for any w g H there exists a g g V such that D l g s w . This shows
 .  . U  .Im D l > H, and then Im D l is dense in V . Since D l is injective by
 .y1  .y1 U  .Lemma 3, D l exists. If D l is bounded on V , we have Im D l s
U  .  .y1  .  .V , so that l g r D . If D l is unbounded, then l g s D by 3.7 .C
 .  .  .  .Hence r A ; r D j s D is proved. The rest inclusions in 3.40 andC
 .  .3.41 are shown similarly. The equalities in 3.42 are direct consequences
from Lemma 3. Since M is reflexive, we can apply the duality theorem2
 .and use 3.37 to obtain that
U  4Cl Im l y A s M m Ker l y A s 0 .  . . 2
U  4m Ker D l s Ker D l s 0 .  .T
m Cl Im D l s V U . . .
 .Therefore we have, by contradiction, that the image Im l y A is not
 . Udense in M if and only if Im D l is not dense in V . Combining this and2
 .  .  .  .3.36 we have by 3.8 s D s s A . Similarly, by the equivalencesR R
U U  4Cl Im l y A s M m Ker l y A s 0 . .  .T 2 T
 4m Ker D l s 0 .T
m Cl Im D l s V U , . .
 .  U .  .we have s D s s A . This shows the first part of 3.43 . The secondR R T
 .  .  .part of 3.43 is shown analogously. The inclusions 3.44 , 3.45 are
 .  .consequences from 3.40 ] 3.43 .
To illustrate Theorem 9 we consider the following special case of
practical interest.
A s g A , A s A and g is a real constant. 3.46 .1 0 2 0
In this case we have
D l s l y m l A , D l s l y m l AU , .  .  .  .0 T 0
 . yl h 0 l s  .where m l s 1 q g e q H e a s ds.yh
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Now let
J s l: m l / 0, lrm l g r A , 4 .  .  .0
S s l: m l / 0, lrm l g s A , 4 .  .  .C C 0
S s l: m l / 0, lrm l g s A , 4 .  .  .R R 0
S s l: m l / 0, lrm l g s A , 4 .  .  .P P 0
S s l: l / 0, m l s 0 . 4 .0
We denote by JU , SU , SU , SU , SU the corresponding sets given above inC R P 0
which A is replaced by AU. Then we have the following proposition.0 0
 .PROPOSITION 2. Let A and A satisfy 3.46 . Then the following relations1 2
hold:
J ; r A ; J j S , J ; r AU ; J j s ; 3.47 .  .  .C T C
JU ; r AU ; JU j SU , JU ; r A ; JU j SU ; 3.48 .  .  .C T C
0¡
S if 1 q g q a s ds / 0 .HP
yhU ~s A s s A s ; 3.49 .  .  .P P T 0 4S j 0 if 1 q g q a s ds s 0 .H¢ P
yh
0¡ US if 1 q g q a s ds / 0 .HP
yhU ~s A s s A s ; 3.50 .  .  .P P T 0U  4S j 0 if 1 q g q a s ds s 0 .H¢ P
yh
s A s s AU s S , s AU s s A s SU ; 3.51 .  .  .  .  .R R T R R R T R
S ; s A ; S j S , S ; s AU ; S j S ; 3.52 .  .  .0 C 0 C 0 C T 0 C
SU ; s AU ; SU j SU , SU ; s A ; SU j SU . 3.53 .  .  .0 C 0 C 0 C T 0 C
Further, if the inclusion map i: V ª H is compact, then
r A s r AU s J , r AU s r A s JU ; 3.54 .  .  .  .  .T T
0¡
S if 1 q g q a s ds / 0 .HP
yhU ~s A s s A s ; 3.55 .  .  .P P T 0 4S j 0 if 1 q g q a s ds s 0 .H¢ P
yh
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0¡ US if 1 q g q a s ds / 0 .HP
yhU ~s A s s A s ; 3.56 .  .  .P P T 0U  4S j 0 if 1 q g q a s ds s 0 .H¢ P
yh
s A s s AU s s AU s s A s B; 3.57 .  .  .  .  .R R T R R T
s A s s AU s S , s AU s s A s SU . 3.58 .  .  .  .  .C C T 0 C C T 0
Proof. Using Theorem 9 and repeating the same argument in Di Blasio
w x  .  .et al. 3, Lemma 4.1 , we have the first part 3.47 ] 3.53 of this proposi-
tion. By Riesz]Schauder theory, the compactness of the imbedding of V to
 .  .H implies that s A consists entirely of point spectra and s D is given0
  .  .  .4by l: m l s 0, lrm l g s A . Hence the remainder part of proposi-0
tion follows from the first part.
4. EIGENMANIFOLD DECOMPOSITION
In this section we apply the results of previous sections to develop the
 .  .spectral theory for the functional differential equations E and E withT
the emphasis of structural operators.
Let l be an eigenvalue of A. The generalized eigenmanifold Ml
 .corresponding to l g s A is defined byp
`
lM s Ker l y A . 4.1 .  .Dl
ls1
 . l  .In order to characterize the structure of Ker l y A in terms of D l
 . t l  Uwe introduce the operator valued matrix A : V = ??? = V ' V ª Vl
U . t U l= ??? = V ' V by
1¡ ¦X  ly1.D l D l ??? ??? D l .  .  .
l y 1 ! .
1.  ly2.O D l . ??? D l .  .. l y 2 ! .A s . 4.2 .l . . . .. O . . .. . . .
. . . . X. . . . D l .. . . .¢ §O O ??? O D l .
Using Lemma 2 we can derive the following important characterization
 . l w xof Ker l y A , which extends that of Nakagiri 10, Prop. 7.2 to our
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equations involving unbounded operators acting on the delayed terms. For
corresponding result in Euclidean spaces we refer the reader to Delfour
w xand Manitius 4, Prop. 4.3 .
 .THEOREM 10. Let l g s A . Then for each l s 1, 2, . . . ,p
ly1 1  .jlKer l y A s w g M : w s E g , .  .2 l jq1 j!js0
t U lA g , . . . , g s 0 in V , 4.3 .  .l 1 l 5
ldim Ker l y A s dim Ker A . 4.4 .  .l
 . l  .Proof. Let f g Ker l y A . We set f s f and f s l y A f0 j jy1
 .  . lj s 1, 2, . . . , l . It is easy to see that f g Ker l y A if and only if
 .f s 0. The equation f s l y A f is, in view of Theorem 2, equiva-l j jy1
lent to
D l f 0 s H Ff g H , f 0 g V .  .  .jy1 l j jy1
4.5 . f s E f 0 q T f g M . .jy1 l jy1 l j 2
 .  .Since f s 0, it follows from 4.5 and 3.34 thatl
f s E f 0 , .ly1 l ly1
f s E f 0 q T f .ly2 l ly2 l ly1
s E f 0 q T E f 0 , . . . , .  .l ly2 l l ly1
ly1
ry jf s T E f 0 , . . . , 4.6 .  .j l l r
rsj
ly1
jf s f s T E f 0 .0 l l j
js0
ly1 1  .jjs E y1 f 0 . 4.7 .  .  .  /l jj!js0
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 . j  .  .  .Putting g s y1 f 0 g V, j s 0, 1, . . . , l y 1, we have by 4.5 , 4.6 ,jq1 j
 .and 3.35 that
ly1
jy1 jyr ryjD l g s y1 H Ff s y1 y1 H FT E g .  .  .  .j l j l l l rq1 /rsj
ly1 1
 ryjq1.s y1 D l g , .  . rq1 /r y j q 1 ! .rsj
so that
ly1 1
 ryj.D l g s 0, j s 1, . . . , l . rr y j ! .rsj
 .  . tby changing r ª r q 1. This proves that g , . . . , g satisfies A g , . . . , g1 l l 1 l
U l ly1  . . j.  .  .s 0 in V and f s  1rj! E g by 4.7 . Hence the proof of 4.3js0 l j
 .is completed. The equality 4.4 is now obvious.
 .COROLLARY 3. For l g s A ,p
Ker l y A s E w 0 : D l w 0 s 0 . 4.8 .  .  . 4l
 .y1Let l be an isolated singular point of m y A . The spectral projec-
tion P and the operator Q for l are defined respectively byl l
1 y1P s m y A dm 4.9 .  .Hl 2p i Gl
1 y1Q s m y l m y A dm , 4.10 .  .  .Hl 2p i Gl
where G is a small circle with center l such that its interior and Gl l
 . w xcontains no points of s A except l. By Yosida 18, p. 229 we have the
following direct sum decomposition of the space M .2
 .y1  .THEOREM 11. If l is a pole of m y A of order k , then l g s Al P
and the following decomposition holds:
k kl lM s Ker l y A , M s M [ Im l y A . 4.11 .  .  .l 2 l
 .klBoth M and Im l y A s Ker P are closed and in¨ariant under thel l
 .  .y1semigroup S t . Further, the resol¨ ent m y A has the Laurant series
expansion
`
ny1
m y A s m y l Q 4.12 .  .  . n
nsykl
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in a neighborhood of l, where Q is gi¨ en byn
1 yny1 y1Q s m y l m y A dm 4.13 .  .  .Hn 2p i Gl
and
P s Q , Q s Q , Q s Qny1 , n s 2, . . . , k , Qkl s O,l y1 l y2 yn l l l
4.14 .
P Q s Q P s Q , AP s lP q Q . 4.15 .l l l l l l l l
 . lIn Theorem 11 we remark that the dimension of Ker l y A may be
 .y1infinite even if l is a pole of m y A .
Next we consider the transposed operator A . Let M T denote theT l
 .generalized eigenspace of A corresponding to l g s A ; let theT P T
T T .  .  .  .matrices A s A l l s 1, 2, . . . be defined by 4.2 in which D l isl l
 . T Treplaced by D l ; and let P , Q , denote the spectral projection and theT l l
 .y1operator corresponding to an isolated singular point l of m y A .T
Then we have:
 .  .THEOREM 12. i For l g s A and each l s 1, 2, . . . ,p T
ly1 1 jl TKer l y A s w g M : w s E g , .  .T 2 l jq1 j!js0
t U lT T TA g , . . . , g s 0 in V , 4.16 . .l 1 l 5
l Tdim Ker l y A s dim Ker A . 4.17 .  .T l
 .  .y1  .ii If l is a pole of m y A of order m , then l g s A and theT l P T
following decomposition holds:
m ml lT TM s Ker l y A , M s M [ Im l y A . 4.18 .  .  .l T 2 l T
T  .ml TBoth M and Im l y A s Ker P are closed and in¨ariant underl T l
 .  .y1S t . Further, the resol¨ ent m y A has the Laurent series expansionT T
`
ny1 Tm y A s m y l Q 4.19 .  .  .T n
nsyml
T  .  .y1in a neighborhood of l, where Q is gi¨ en by 4.13 in which m y A isn
 .y1replaced by m y A .T
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The following proposition is useful in applications to control theory
 w x w x.involving FDE's cf. Jeong 5, 6 , Nakagiri and Yamamoto 11 .
 .  .PROPOSITION 3. i For l g s A , F is injecti¨ e on M .P l
 .  . U Tii For l g s A , F is injecti¨ e on M .P T l
 .  .Proof. It is sufficient to prove i . Assume first that w g Ker l y A
 .  . lhand Fw s 0. Then by 2.24 , 0 s GFw s S h w s e w and hence w s 0.
 .This proves F is injective on Ker l y A . Next let w g M and Fw s 0.l
 . l Then there exists an l such that w g Ker l y A . If we set w s l y1
. ly1  .A w, then w g Ker l y A and1
ly1 ly1S h w s l y A S h w s l y A GFw s 0. .  .  .  .1
Hence w s 0. Continuing this procedure l times we reach w s 0, i.e., F is1
injective on M .l
Next we investigate the structure of generalized eigenspaces of the
adjoint operators AU and AU . Let us denote the generalized eigenspace ofT
U  U .  U .   U .. UA resp. A corresponding to l g s A resp. l g s A by MT P P T l
 TU .resp. M .l
 .  .  U .  .THEOREM 13. i For each l g s D s s A s s A ,p T p p T
l lU UKer l y A s F Ker l y A , l s 1, 2, . . . 4.20 .  .  .T
l lU Tdim Ker l y A s dim Ker l y A s dim Ker A . 4.21 .  .  .T l
In particular
`
lU U U TM s Ker l y A s F M . 4.22 .  .Dl l
ls0
 .  .  U .  .ii For each l g s D s s A s s A ,p p T p
l lUKer l y A s F Ker l y A , l s 1, 2, . . . 4.23 .  .  .T
l lUdim Ker l y A s dim Ker l y A s dim Ker A . 4.24 .  .  .T l
In particular,
`
lU UTM s Ker l y A s F M . 4.25 .  .Dl T l
ls0
 .Proof. Since the proof of part ii is quite similar, we shall prove only
 .  .part i . By 2.28 and using induction, we have
l lU U U ll y A F s F l y A on D A 4.26 .  .  . .T T
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for each l s 1, 2, . . . . This implies
l lU UF Ker l y A ; Ker l y A . 4.27 .  .  .T
 .  U . lNow we shall show the reverse inclusion of 4.27 . Let c g Ker l y A
 U .  . and set c s c , c s l y A c j s 1, 2, . . . , l . Then c g Ker l y0 j jy1
U . l  .A if and only if c s 0. It is verified, by 3.26 , that the equalityl
 U .c s l y A c is equivalent toj jy1
D l c 0 s H c , c 0 g V and c s K c q FUE c 0 . .T jy1 l j jy1 jy1 l j l jy1
4.28 .
 .Since c s 0, by substituting this into the last equality in 4.28 with j s ll
U 0  .  .we have c s F E c , so that again by 4.28 and 3.32ly1 l ly1
c s FUE c 0 q K FUE c 0 s FU E c 0 q T E c 0 . .ly2 l ly2 l l ly1 l ly2 l l ly1
U  ly1 j 0.Continuing this procedure, we reach c s c s F  T E c . If we set0 js0 l l j
T  . j 0  .g s y1 c g V, j s 0, 1, . . . , l y 1, then by 3.34 c is written asjq1 j
U  ly1  . T . j..  T T . T T T . tc s F  1rj! E g and g , . . . , g satisfies A g , . . . , gjs0 l jq1 1 l l 1 l
U l  .s 0 in V as shown in the proof of Theorem 10. Thus by Theorem 12 i ,
U  . l  .c g F Ker l y A . This proves the reverse inclusion of 4.27 .T
The following inclusions involving the operator G are verified similarly
 .  .as in Theorem 13 by using the relations 2.30 , 2.31 .
 .  .  U .  .LEMMA 4. i For each l g s D s s A s s A ,p T p p T
l lU UG Ker l y A ; Ker l y A , l s 1, 2, . . . . 4.29 .  .  .T
In particular
GUM U ; M T. 4.30 .l l
 .  .  U .  .ii For each l g s D s s A s s A ,p p T p
l lUG Ker l y A ; Ker l y A , l s 1, 2, . . . . 4.31 .  .  .T
In particular
G M TU ; M . 4.32 .l l
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To study the structure of finite dimensional generalized eigenmanifolds
in detail, we introduce the following sets:
y1
s D s l: l is a pole of D m , .  . 4O
y1
s A s l: l is a pole of m y A , .  . 4O
s A s l: l is isolated and dim Im P - q` . 4 .  .d l
w x  .  .  .By Kato 8, p. 181 we know that s A ; s A ; s A . The setsd O P
 .  .  . U Us D , s A , s A and others for A , A are defined similarly.O T O T d T T
 .  .  U .  .THEOREM 14. i Assume that s D s s A s s A . ThenO T O O T
s AU s s A , 4.33 .  .  .d d T
 U .  .and for each l g s A s s A and each l s 1, 2, . . . ,d d T
l lU UG Ker l y A s Ker l y A , 4.34 .  .  .T
l lU Tdim Ker l y A s dim Ker l y A s dim Ker A - `. 4.35 .  .  .T l
In particular,
GUM U s M T. 4.36 .l l
 .  .  U .  .ii Assume that s D s s A s s A . ThenO O T O
s AU s s A , 4.37 .  .  .d T d
 U .  .and for each l g s A s s A and each l s 1, 2, . . . ,d T d
l lUG Ker l y A s Ker l y A , 4.38 .  .  .T
l lUdim Ker l y A s dim Ker l y A s dim Ker A - `. 4.39 .  .  .T l
In particular,
G M TU s M . 4.40 .l l
 .  .Proof. It is sufficient to prove only part i . First we shall show 4.33 .
 U .  U .  U .Let l g s A . Since s A ; s A is obvious, we have byd d O
 . the assumption that l g s A . Let k be the order as a pole of m yO T l
U .y1  .y1 wA , which is identical with that of m y A . Then by Yosida 18,T
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xpp. 228]231 , we have
2 k T TlKer l y A ; Ker l y A ; ??? ; Ker l y A s P M s M , .  .  .T T T l 2 l
4.41 .
l TKer l y A s M for l G k q 1. 4.42 .  .T l l
 U .On the other hand, since l g s A , we have similar inclusionsO
2 kU U U U U UlKer l y A ; Ker l y A ; ??? ; Ker l y A s P M s M , .  .  . l 2 l
4.43 .
lU UKer l y A s M for l G k q 1. 4.44 .  .l l
 U .  .  .Further, since l g s A , then by 4.43 and 4.44 it follows thatd
lU Udim Ker l y A F dim M - `, for l s 1, 2, . . . . 4.45 .  .l
 .  .  .Since s A ; s A is clear, Theorem 13 i impliesO T P T
l lU UF Ker l y A s Ker l y A , for l s 1, 2, . . . . 4.46 .  .  .T
U  . l  .Noting that F is injective on each Ker l y A l s 1, 2, . . . by Propo-T
 .  .sition 3, we have by 4.45 and 4.46
l UTdim Ker l y A F dim M s dim M - `, for l s 1, 2, . . . . .T l l
4.47 .
T  .Hence the dimension of Im P is finite, i.e., l g s A . Next we showl d T
 .  U .  .the reverse inclusion s A ; s A . Let l g s A . Then from thed T d d T
 U .assumption it follows by an argument similar to that above that l g s AO
 .  .and 4.43 , 4.44 hold true. Since
l lU UG Ker l y A ; Ker l y A , l s 1, 2, . . . , 4.48 .  .  .T
U  .by Lemma 4, we see by the injectivity of G and l g s A that for eachd T
l s 1, 2, . . . ,
l lU Tdim Ker l y A F dim Ker l y A F dim M - `. 4.49 .  .  .T l
 . U  U .Hence by 4.44 dim Im P - `, that is, l g s A . Therefore the equal-l d
 .  .  U .ity 4.33 is proved. Next we shall show 4.34 . For each l g s A sd
 .  . l  .s A , the nullspaces Ker l y A l s 1, 2, . . . are all finite dimen-d T T
 .sional and are invariant under the semigroup S t . Then the operatorT
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 . U U  . l  .S h s G F is bijective on Ker l y A . Thus by Theorem 13 i ,T T
l l lU U U UKer l y A s G F Ker l y A s G Ker l y A . 4.50 .  .  .  .T T
 .  .This shows 4.34 . Now 4.35 is clear.
For the operators A and A , we have the following adjoint result whichT
w xa direct consequence from Kato 8, p. 184 .
 .  .y1PROPOSITION 4. i Let l be a pole of m y A of order k at m s l.l
U y1 .Then l is a pole of m y A of same order k at m s l. Further we ha¨el
k UlU U UM s Ker l y A s P M 4.51 .  .  .l l 2
Udim M s dim M F `, 4.52 .l l
 .Uwhere P is the adjoint of P and is gi¨ en byl l
1U y1U UP s m y A dm s P 4.53 .  .  .Hl l2p i Gl
and G denotes the miller image of G .l l
y1 T .  .ii Let l be a pole of m y A of order k at m s l. Then l is aT l
U y1 T .pole of m y A of same order k at m s l. Further we ha¨eT l
k T UlU U UT TM s Ker l y A s P M 4.54 . . .l T l 2
T TUdim M s dim M F `, 4.55 .l l
 T .U Twhere P is the adjoint of P and is gi¨ en byl l
1U y1U UT TP s m y A dm s P . 4.56 .  . . Hl T l2p i Gl
Finally we consider the characterizations of spectral projections in terms
 .  U .of generalized eigenvectors. Under the assumption s D s s A sO T O
 .  .s A , it was shown in Proposition 4 and Theorem 14 that if l g s A ,O T d
U .  .then l g s A s s A andd d T
U Td s dim M s dim M s dim M - `. 4.57 .l l l l
T 4  4Let F s f , . . . , f and C s c , . . . , c be the bases of M and M ,1 d 1 d l ll lU U T  .respectively. Since M s F M , by 4.57 the d = d matrix M definedl l l l
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 .  U : .by M s m s f , F c is nonsingular. Hence we can supposeMi j i j 2
 U :f , F c s d , i , j s 1, . . . , d , 4.58 .Mi j i j l2
where d denotes the Kronecker's delta. Now we introduce the continuousi j
Äprojection P defined byl
dl
UÄ  :P g s g , F c f , g g M . 4.59 . Ml i i 22
is1
Ä Ä kl .It is easily verified that Im P s M and Ker P s Im l y A , so thatl l l
ÄP s P . Thus we obtain the following result.l l
 .  .  U .  .THEOREM 15. i Assume that s D s s A s s A . Then forO T O O T
 .l g s A the spectral projection P has the following equi¨ alent representa-d l
tion
dl
UÄ  :P g s g , F c f , g g M , 4.60 . Ml i i 22
is1
T 4  4where f , . . . , f is the basis of M and c , . . . , c is the basis of M1 d l 1 d ll l
 .satisfying 4.58 .
 .  .  U .  .  .ii Assume that s D s s A s s A . Then for l g s A theO O T O d T
spectral projection P T has the following equi¨ alent representationl
dTl
T T TÄ  :P g s g , Fc f , g g M , 4.61 . Ml i i 22
is1
T T T T T 4where d s dim M s dim M , f , . . . , f is the basis of M andl l l 1 d T ll
T T T T T 4  :c , . . . , c is the basis of M satisfying f , Fc s d , i, j s 1, . . . , d .1 d T l i j i j ll
 .  U .  .  .We remark that the assumptions s D s s A s s A and s DO O T O O t
 U .  .  .s s A s s A are satisfied provided that A and A satisfy 3.46O O T 1 2
and the inclusion map i: V ª H is compact.
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